PRO R.E.A. STAFFING - WE BUILD HUMAN CONNECTIONS

HIRING A VIRTUAL
ASSISTANT FROM THE
PHILIPPINES

FAQs
Thinking about hiring a virtual assistant? We can help! Keep reading for our most commonly asked
questions about Real Estate Virtual Assistants from the Philippines.

In this guide:
Filipino Real Estate Virtual Assistant basics
Things your Real Estate Virtual Assistant can and can't do
Training and experience
Salary and benefits
How Pro R.E.A. Staffing can help you find your perfect hire
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What are the benefits of hiring a Virtual Assistant
from the Philippines?
Filippino VAs offer high-quality support at a low cost. Their professionalism, diligence, and familiarity with
the American market make them the ideal candidates to join any real estate team.
The workforce is highly educated and has excellent English language proficiency. They also tend to seek
out long-term, stable roles which results in low employee turnover. In our experience, VAs from the
Philippines are engaged, committed and enthusiastic employees who, when treated fairly, go the extra
mile.
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Are real estate virtual assistant services in the Philippines
really any good?
The short answer is: yes! VAs in the Philippines work as transaction coordinators, listing coordinators and
real estate assistants for U.S. real estate agents and teams. However, just like hiring in the United States,
VAs come with a wide range of skills, experiences and talents. It’s important to find the person who is the
right fit for you.

Will there be a language barrier?
English is one of the two legal and official national languages of the Philippines so client communication
isn't an issue at all.

What are their work hours?
They will work for you during YOUR work hours, 40 hours+ per week.

Do I need to provide them with equipment?
The VA will be responsible for his/her own equipment: a computer with backup, a strong internet
connection with backup, and a workspace free from distractions.
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What things do I need to do or think about before I hire a
VA?
First, ask yourself, “What do I need the most help with?” Write down the most overwhelming things from
your working schedule. Eventually, you can decide if your virtual assistant will be part-time or full-time.
You should also consider whether you are willing to make the effort to integrate your VA into your
business. Your VA will need you to communicate what you need and want and you’ll need to be available to
answer their questions. Communication is the key to success with a VA.

Do I need to meet with my VA daily?
Yes, especially in the beginning. Your VA needs you to communicate with them so they know what your
priorities are. You also need to be available to answer their questions. Once they are trained and the two of
you have a good rhythm, you may not need to communicate every day.

How should I communicate with my VA?
We recommend instant messaging platforms such as WhatsApp, Viber, or Slack, so you can be sure that
relevant information is not buried in the pile of unread emails. However, if more details need to be
discussed, voice or video calls are an effective way to communicate.
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What tasks can a VA do for me?
Your VA can handle a wide range of tasks from general admin support: email and calendar management,
marketing and handling your social media, to listing and transaction coordination. We will match you with
candidates that meet your specific needs.

- Listing Coordination (Listing to Contract)
Oversee all aspects of sellers' transactions from initial contact to executed purchase agreement
Prepare all listing materials: pre-listing presentation, Listing Agreement, sellers’ disclosures,
comparative market analysis, pull online property profile, research old multiple listing service (MLS)
listings, etc.
Consult & coordinate with sellers all property photos, staging, repairs, cleaning, signage, lockbox,
access requirements & marketing activities
Obtain all necessary signatures on listing agreement, disclosures, and other necessary documentation
Coordinate showings & obtain feedback
Provide proactive weekly feedback to sellers regarding all showings and marketing activities
Coordinate open houses
Input all listing information into MLS and marketing websites and update as needed
Submit all necessary documentation for file compliance
Input all necessary information into the client database and transaction management systems

- Transaction Coordination (Contract to Close)
Oversee all aspects of buyer & seller transactions from executed purchase agreement to closing
Coordinate title/escrow, mortgage loan, and appraisal processes
Coordinate inspections and coordinate completion of repairs
Regularly update & maintain communication with clients, agents, title officers, lenders, etc.
Submit all necessary documentation for file compliance
Coordinate moving/possession schedules
Schedule, coordinate the closing process
Input all client information into the client database system
Schedule 30 Day, 90 Day & 120 Day client customer service follow-up calls
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- Administrative Tasks
Managing your email inbox
Updating your contact lists
CRM Management
Managing your documents and folders
Data entry
Spreadsheet creation

- Marketing
Send mailers to your SOI (most VAs use a
pre-created template)
Basic graphic design (using Canva)
Schedule blog posts
Update your website
Post, update on social media

What tasks can they NOT do for me?
Content writing and SEO. We recommend hiring a writer who specializes in real estate. With the
insider knowledge and experience, a specialist will project greater authority on the subject than a
generalist writer who will likely have to research it all first
High-level graphic design and video editing. Some VAs are experienced but it is rare to find someone
who checks all the boxes. Also, an admin and a marketing person are 2 different types of DISC profiles
Anything that requires them to be physically present, and activities that require a real estate license.
Your VA CAN coordinate with a local person or service to handle things like running errands or
delivering items
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Do I need to train them?
Most Filipino professionals will know their way around CRM and project management tools. Many real
estate VAs will also have experience with the MLS and the workflow of a real estate transaction. However,
no matter whom you hire, you’ll need to train them on how you do things in your office. We highly
recommend Inspired for Results and its 90-day coaching and onboarding program. It’s a great way for you
and your new hire to get started on the right foot.

How will I know that they are working? Should I use a
time-tracking system?
While we don’t normally recommend this, there are free and paid time-tracking systems available like
Toggl, Timecamp and TimeDoctor. However, you should be more concerned about deliverables and not
how much time they spend on their computer. There needs to be a level of trust between the employer
and employee. The key is to focus on results but having your VA send you an end-of-day email that
summarizes what they worked on that day can help the two of you stay on the same page.
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How much should I pay them?
You can hire an experienced real estate assistant for between $1000 - $1500/mo (Some clients have paid
more for SUPER high-level talent but never more than $1900/mo).

What benefits should I offer?
You can offer 10 days of paid vacation, and paid US holidays (federal).
Some optional benefits include:
Paid PH Holidays (number of days are at the agent's discretion)
Medical Stipend (usually around $50/mo)
13th-month pay (a month's worth of salary usually given in December. This is equivalent to a
Christmas/Holiday Bonus in the US).

How do I pay them?
You can pay them via Paypal or Wise. Your new hire should submit an invoice every two weeks. They can
just create one template and update the date and store the invoices in a shared folder. It’s just for recordkeeping.
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I'm excited! Now how do I find this person?
Our Philippines-based recruiting team will work with you to find your perfect hire. You'll experience the
same hands-on, highly consultative approach for which we are known. And, as always, we follow the JCG+T
formula that we teach in our Hire LAB Course so you can be confident that you are making the right hire.

What does it cost to hire VA?
We conduct your search using our Candidate Screening Services model. With this approach, you "pay as
you go" and only pay for services you want. You'll be billed weekly for any tasks completed in the previous
week.
Initial Consultation + Custom Job Ad + Posting on Pro REA Staffing Job Board ($450)
Posting on Onlinejobs.ph ($79/month)
Resume Review ($85/hr)
Phone Interview$ ($85)
Video Interview Package (Chronological Interview) ($300)
Reference Checks (optional) $50/per reference completed
Offer Letter $450
Most searches end up costing between $1500 - $2500 and they happen fairly quickly - in a few weeks.
You’ll pay your VA directly so there is no ongoing fee to Pro REA Staffing.
Each item will be discussed in detail in your CSS Agreement.

Click to schedule your free consultation with Pro R.E.A. Staffing.
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